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Join New York Times Bestselling author Wanda E. Brunstetter along with Jean Brunstetter in

Holmes County for a dramatic new 6-part serial novel.  In Part 2, The Stubborn Father, widower

Eustace Byler stands out in his Amish community for his eccentricity and his wealth. He mourns the

loss of his son to the world like he mourns the physical loss of his wife. In the past, Eustace has

freely loaned Joel money, perhaps hoping to entice him back home, but now Eustace is done and

moving on to fulfill some of his own dreams.The Amish Millionaire -- A 6-Part Serial Novel #1: The

English Son #2: The Stubborn Father #3: The Betrayed Fiancee #4: The Missing Will #5: The

Divided Family #6: The Selfless Act
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I love this author's books and was excited when this new series came out. I'm enjoying the content,

but the pricing feels unfair. And the content isn't feeling worth the $,I have been buying the kindle

version . I bought it at $4.74 and I see it's dropped to $2.99 for the 1st one--but each next piece to

this "series" is nearly $5 a pop and only around 128 pages each. The author has books at 300

pages for around the price of one of these !So to read all 6 in this series we pay $30?! When you

add up the pages, that's about 3 times her normal charge .I also see another new book for $14.99

coming later this year . I'm not going to pre -order unless it drops closer to $10.I'm sorry, Wanda. I

love your writings but not understanding why the sudden increase I'm not noticing with other authors



of this genre that I enjoy .I may just watch out for future sales or check my library .I also think

electronic should cost less than paperback which requires paper, ink and postage .

The Stubborn Father, book two of six, written by Wanda Brunstter and her daughter in law Jean

continues to prove why Wanda is a best selling author. I knew when this book was released I would

have to read it immediately.When book one left us hanging with a good cliff hanger, this book has

an even better one! When I read what happened I actually gasped out loud and my husband ask me

what was wrong! When he realized I was reading he said "oh never mind you're reading again!" I

just laughed! I don't want to give the story line away so I won't say anymore you'll need to read the

book! I know May 1st won't come quick enough!The Stubborn Father continues to tell the story of

Joel and his break from his Amish family and community. I still haven't formed an opinion if he will.

Wanda is going to save that for the end! Another great book to add to my collection!I did not receive

a complimentary copy of this book! I gave this book a 5 star rating but would have given more if I

could. I submit this review to let all those who love the Amish genre know this is a great story!

I love Wanda Brunstetter's books, however, I sort of felt cheated on this one. It leaves you hanging

without warning. Still, it is an interesting read and I will certainly look forward to more books by her.

This series of books are shorter than most and do not really end, which is a relatively new concept

for me.

There is a wayward son. Who is on the family's mind. Money is mighty scarce for him too.The father

appreciates his daughters bringing food and helping with household chores.The grandsons are

helping him build a tree house in memory of his late and beloved wife.This is another book I could

not put down until I finished it.

The series is well written. I am waiting for the last book in the series. Usually Amish are not raised to

be selfish, so it is surprising to follow one who left the faith and is selfish and you read hoping he will

turn around.

Wanda has written another great series, called The Amish Millionaire, I am now making a review on

book two, called A Stubborn Father. This is two of six. Now I am on pins and needles of what has

happened to the Father. I will be until May 1st when the third book will come out. I was going to wait

until I had all six books but when I have a book written by such a great author I had to go an read. I



recommend that everyone starts this series because you will not be disappointed. Please read an

let the author know that you are reading her series and then also come on  and let others know how

much you let this new series.

Excellent series. Good read and went quickly. Make sure you have the next book on so you can

move into the next one in the series. Great size to stick in your purse for a quick read while waiting

for an appointment. Chapters were short enough to read quickly. Read it in two days.

The author will have you on the edge of your seat waiting to see what happens next. You will fall in

love with the family in this story. The way they take care of each other is truly amazing. You will feel

God working throughout this whole book.
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